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Connected Teams for
Any Time Sensitive Emergency
Pulsara is the ONLY regional communication network. What does that
mean? It means that care team communication shouldn't be confined within the hospital walls. You need a solution that connects EVERYONE — From
EMS to interfacility communications.

With Pulsara, it’s simple:
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CREATE your dedicated
patient channel.

BUILD your custom team with
just a tap.

And
COMMUNICATE.

One Way to Do Your Job
Whether you’re dealing with a STEMI, stroke, precipitous delivery, trauma, sepsis ... you name it, you now have
ONE standardized way to do your job. Need to request a consult or transfer? A few taps. Want to show the
neurologist your potential stroke patient’s face via video calling? You got it. Your job isn’t easy. Luckily, your
communication platform is.
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Dynamically Build Your Team
CUSTOMIZE YOUR TEAMS BASED ON PATIENT NEED.
Trauma cases quickly evolve over a short period of time,
and correct trauma level activation is important for patient
care as well as reimbursement. With Pulsara, EMS can clearly communicate case details, allowing the hospital to activate the proper teams. Get it right the first time -- and then,
easily add additional team members as needed. Everybody
is on the same page, just like that.

With Pulsara’s live video calling capabilities medics can show
the hospital team members the patient or scene or the ED
physician can consult her orthopedic surgeon about a complex hand laceration whether the orthopedic surgeon is at
her hospital or a consultant miles away. The possibilities
are endless.

READ PRESS RELEASE

Audio Clips
CAN YOU HEAR US NOW?

Key Time Stamps for Reporting

Loud and clear. Can’t find the short form left by EMS? With
Pulsara, everyone on the care team has instant access, and
knows right where to find it.

YOUR DATA, IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND.
Tired of spending hours trying to identify key timestamps
and other data for compliance reporting? We can help!
Pulsara gives you the ability to dynamically build teams
across healthcare entities and capture timestamps based
on a universal clock. Save time and reduce frustration.

Allowing clinicians to record, save, and share audio clips
empowers them to:
•

Cut down on the amount of typing, filling out forms,
and data entry.

•

Minimize the reliance on outdated radio reports which
only deliver information to individuals who will never
take care of the patient.

FACE-TO-FACE COMMUNICATION - FROM ANYWHERE.

•

Have you ever dreamed of a world in which you could tap
a button and get any member of your care team on a video
call, just like you FaceTime with your grandma, or that friend
living abroad in Thailand?

Share the RIGHT information with the ENTIRE TEAM
instantaneously. No more errors from playing the
telephone game.

Ahh, the sound of clarity.

Live Video Calling

join us on:

SCHEDULE A DEMO
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Consult/Transfer

Image Capture

CANCEL THAT ORTHO CONSULT — YOU NO LONGER NEED TO
BREAK YOUR NECK TRYING TO CONNECT YOUR TEAMS.

SECURELY SHARE IMAGES OF JUST ABOUT ANYTHING.
Send an image of the injury, scene, driver’s license, or medication list directly from the bedside - to anyone on your care
team - instantly and securely.

When it comes to communications, most transfer centers
function as a switchboard, connecting people via phone
calls. But have you ever had a case where the patient’s condition evolved and that change was never communicated?
Ever wished you had video call capabilities when doing an
interfacility consult or transfer of a patient? Stroke teams
often have video capabilities -- shouldn’t trauma?

With Pulsara, you can get real-time consult from any other
clinician, and transfer your patient with just a few taps. If
something changes along the way, the whole team knows
about it -- instantly. PLUS, our Consult/Transfer feature unifies data and time stamps across organizations. Life at the
transfer center just got a whole lot simpler.
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